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Relational Space, Inc. is a New York based non-
profit (501(c)3) gallery and forum. Relational
Space produces integrated and immersive
experiences featuring contemporary art and
scholarly forums that connect diverse media,
disciplines, cultures and contexts. Blending art
and scholarly narrative mobilize the
imagination and arouse both reason and
passion, inspiring us to construct reality in new
ways. Relational Space facilitates collaborative
sessions between Artists, Scientists, Policy
makers and Activists, employing the dynamic
RSP (Relational Space Paradigm), to blend silos
of knowledge and talent to co-curate
immersive installations, with evidence-based
narratives, for new artistic expression, critical
thinking, innovation and to promote
transformational, social change. 

https://www.Relational-Space.org

Relational Space understands the complex and
important role of art and science in free
expression and the pursuit of truth. We affirm
as a priority dialogue and debate regardless of
gender, race, education, class, age, occupation,
culture, language, sexuality, religion or ability.
Our core values drive our constant pursuit of
organizational excellence.

"To build a more just and sustainable world inspired through art and informed by truth. 



Incorporated and successfully  filed
for and achieved non-profit (501(c)3
status.

Created branding including logo,
letterhead and website.

Formalized RSP (Relational Space
Paradigm) for facilitation of
collaborative sessions.

Built community bridges by 
 partnering with individuals,
organizations and non-profits.

Daily articles posted on website and
social media (Instagram, FB, LinkedIN,
Twitter)

Multiple blogs posted on Relational
Space website

In its inaugural year, 2019-2020, Relational
Space accomplished the following key
goals:

  

Designed platform and impletmentation
strategies for initial-curated exhibition -
Long COVID: We Are Here 

Created unique branding for installation

Website development to create RS Open
Call submission process

Developed Long COVID: We Are Here
Narrative

Initiated Open Call for Installation

Distributed Press Releases related to the
installation and Open Call 


